
 

 

1. Which of the following groups consist of only output devices?  

A.) Scanner, Printer, Monitor B.) Keyboard, Printer, Monitor 

C.) Mouse, Printer, Monitor D.) Plotter, Printer, Monitor 

ANS: D.) Plotter, Printer, Monitor 

2. A (n) ____ contains commands that can be selected. 

A.) pointer B.) menu 

C.) icon D.) button 

ANS: B.) menu 

3. IT stands for __________  

A.) Information Technology B.) Integrated Technology 

C.) Intelligent Technology D.) Interesting Technolog 

ANS: A.) Information Technology 

4. Sending an e-mail is similar to  

A.) picturing an event B.) narrating a story 

C.) writing a letter D.) creating a drawing 

ANS: C.) writing a letter 

5. A ccollection of related information sorted and dealt with as a unit is a _____  

A.) disk B.) data 

C.) file D.) floppy 

ANS: B.) data 

6. An error is also known as _______  

A.) bug B.) debug 



C.) cursor D.) icon 

ANS: A.) bug 

7. A keyboard is this kind of device ______  

A.) black B.) input 

C.) output D.) word processing 

ANS: B.) input 

8. Arithmetic operations -  

A.) involve matching one data if 

the first item is greater than. equal 

to, or less than the other item 

B.) soft data item according to 

standard, predefined criteria in 

ascending order or descending 

order 

C.) use conditions with operators 

such as AND, OR and NOT 

D.) include addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division 

ANS: D.) include addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

 

9. Which part of the computer helps to store information?  

A.) Disk drive B.) Keyboard 

C.) Monitor D.) Printer 

ANS: A.) Disk drive 

10. The process of a computer rehelps to store information?  

A.) pulling B.) pushing 

C.) downloading D.) trasferring 

ANS: C.) downloading 

11. The rectangular area of the screen that displays a program, data and / or 

information is a ____________________________ 

A.) title bar B.) button 

C.) dialog box D.) window 

ANS: D.) window 

 

12. _______ is the process of carrying out commands.  



A.) Fetching B.) Storing 

C.) Executing D.) Decoding 

ANS: C.) Executing 
 

13. Which of the following refers to the fastest, biggest and most expensive 

computers?  

A.) Personal Computer B.) Supercomputer 

C.) Laptops D.) Notebooks 

ANS: B.) Supercomputer 
 

14. Which is the part of a computer that one can touch and feel?  

A.) Hardware B.) Software 

C.) Programs D.) Output 

ANS: A.) Hardware 

15. A series of instructions that tells a computer what to do and how to do it is 

called a ______  

A.) Program B.) command 

C.) user responce D.) processor 

ANS: A.) Program 
 

16. Which part of the computer displays the work done?  

A.) RAM B.) Printed 

C.) Monitor D.) ROM 

ANS: C.) Monitor 
 

17. Any data or instruction entered into the memory of a computer is considered 

as _______  



A.) storage B.) output 

C.) input D.) information 

ANS: C.) input 
 

18. Microsoft Word is an example of:  

A.) an operating system B.) a processing device 

C.) application software D.) an Input device 

ANS: C.) application software 

  

 19. Processing involves:   

A.) inputting data into a computer 

system 
B.) transforming input into output 

C.) displaying output in a useful 

manner 
D.) providing relevant answers 

ANS: B.) transforming input into 

output  

 20. The role of a ______ generally is to determine a buyer's needs and match it 

to the correct hardware and software.  

A.) computer scientist B.) computer sales representative 

C.) computer consultant D.) corporate trainer 

 

 

ANS: C.) computer consultant 

21. What menu is selected to cut, copy, and paste?  

A.) File B.) Tools 

C.) Special D.) Edit 



ANS: D.) Edit 
 

22. The most important or powerful computer in a typical network is  

A.) desktop B.) network client 

C.) network server D.) network staation 

ANS: C.) network server 

  

 23. The Primary purpose of software is to turn data into  

A.) web sites B.) Information 

C.) programs D.) objects 

ANS : B.) Information 
 

 

 24. The ability to find an individual item in a file immediately _____ is used.  

A.) file allocation table B.) directory 

C.) sequential access D.) direct access 

ANS: C.) sequential access 
 

 

 25. To make a notebook act as a desktop model, the notebook can be 

connected to a ______ which is connected to a monitor and other devices.  

A.) bay B.) docking station 

C.) port D.) network 

ANS: B.) docking station 

 

 26. You can use the tab key to  



A.) move a cursor across the 

screen 
B.) Indent a paragraph 

C.) Move the cursor down the 

screen 
D.) Only (1) and (2) 

ANS: D.) Only (1) and (2) 
 

 27. A collection of related files is called a  

A.) character B.) fiels 

C.) database D.) record 

ANS : D.) record 

  

 28. Storage that retains its data after the power is tuened off is 

referred to as  

A.) volatile storage B.) non - volatile storage 

C.) sequential storage D.) direct storage 

ANS: B.) non - volatile storage 
 

 

29. Which of the following is an example of connectivity?  

A.) internet B.) floppy disk 

C.) power cord D.) data 

 

 

 

 

 ANS: A.) internet 

30. _____ is the process of finding errors in software code  



A.) Compiling B.) Testing 

C.) Running D.) Debugging 

Ans: B.) Testing 
 

 

31. A ______ contains specific rules and words that express the logical steps that 

express the logical steps of an algorithm.  

A.) syntax B.) programming structure 

C.) programming language D.) logic chart 

ANS: A.) syntax 
 

 

32. Changing an existing document is called ______ the document.  

A.) creating B.) editing 

C.) modifying D.) adjusting 

ANS: B.) editing 
 

 

33. Virtual memory is  

A.) memory on the hard disk that the 

CPU uses as an externded RAM 
B.) In RAM 

C.) only necessary if you do not have any 

RAM in your computer 
D.) a back up device for floppy disks 

ANS: A.) memory on the hard disk that the CPU uses as an externded RAM 

 

34. Computers use the _____ number system to store data and perform 

calculations  



A.) decimal B.) hexadecimal 

C.) octal D.) binay 

ANS: D.) binay 
 

 

 35. The ____ key will launch the start buttons.  

A.) esc B.) shift 

C.) windows D.) shortcut 

ANS: C.) windows 
 

 

36. To move to the beginning of a line of text, press the _____ key.  

A.) home B.) a 

C.) Page Up D.) enter 

ANS: A.) home 
 

 

37. When sending an e-mail, the ____ line describes the contents of the message.  

A.) to B.) subject 

C.) contents D.) CC 

ANS: B.) subject 
 

 

38. Which groupings do you work with when formating text in word?  

A.) Tables, paragraphs and 

indexes 
B.) Paragraphs and indexes 

C.) Characters, sections and D.) Indexes characters and tables 



paragraphs 

ANS: A.) Tables, paragraphs and 

indexes  

39. Which of the following is the largest unit of storage?  

A.) GB B.) KB 

C.) MB D.) TB 

ANS: A.) GB 
 

40. The _____ tells the computer how to use its components  

A.) utility B.) network 

C.) operating system D.) application program 

ANS: C.) operating system 

41. Hard disk drives are considered ________ storage.  

A.) Flash B.) Nonvolatile 

C.) Temporary D.) Nonpermanent 

ANS: B.) Nonvolatile 
 

42. _________ is when the more power hungry components, such as the 

monitor and drive, are put in idle.  

A.) Hibernation B.) Power down 

C.) Standby mode D.) The shutdown procedure 

ANS: A.) Hibernation 
 

 

43. The _____key and the ____key can be used in the combination with other 

keys to perform shortcuts and special tasks.  

A.) Control, Alt B.) Function, toggle 

C.) Delete, insert D.) Caps Lock, Num Lock 

ANS: C.) Delete, insert 
  



44. The most common input devices are the ____ and the ____.  

A.) microphone, printer B.) scanner, monitor 

C.) digital camera, speakers D.) keyboard, mouse 

ANS: A.) microphone, printer 
 

45. To save an exising file with a new name or to a new location, you should use 

the ______ command.  

A.) Save B.) Save and replace 

C.) Save as D.) New file 

ANS: C.) Save as 
 

46. Which type of software manages the computers process, functioning as an 

interface, connecting the user, the application software and the hardware?  

A.) System software  B.) Utility program 

C.) Operating system D.) Translator program 

Ans: C.) Operating system    
 

47. The portion of the CPU that co-ordinates the activities of all the other 

computer components is the  

A.) Motherboard B.) Coordination board 

C.) Contral unit D.) Arithmetic logic unit 

ANS: C.) Contral unit 
 

 

48. Something which has easily understood instructions is said to be_____  

 

 

 

 

49. In a database _______ flelds store numbers used to perform calcuation.  

A.) Next B.) Key 

C.) Numeric D.) Alphanumeric 

ANS:   C.) Numeric 
 

50. A(n) ______ is a combination of hardware and software thatfacilitates the 

sharing of information between computing devices.  

A.) User friendly B.) Information 

C.) Word processing D.) Icon 

ANS:   A.) User friendly   
 



A.) Network B.) Peripheral 

C.) Expansion board D.) Digital device 

ANS:   A.) Network 

  

 51. It is a levy on purchase and sale of goods in India  

A.) input tax B.) output tax 

C.) input credit D.) sales tax 

ANS: A.) input tax 
 

 52. The first step to get started with Tally is to create a.................  

A.) account B.) company 

C.) file D.) folder 

ANS: B.) company 
 

 

 53. It is the primary online document for recording transactions  

A.) file B.) entry 

C.) voucher D.) receipt 

ANS: C.) voucher 
 

 

 54. Which of the following is not a property of fiber optic cabling?  

A.) Transmits at faster speeds 

than copper cabling 

B.) Easier to capture a signal from 

than copper cabling 

C.) Very resistant to interference D.) Carries signals as light waves 

ANS: B.) Easier to capture a signal 

from than copper cabling  



 55. What does fiber use to transmit data?  

A.) Vibrations B.) Sound 

C.) Electrical current D.) Light 

ANS: D.) Light 
 

 

 56. Which of the following network cabling would you choose to 

install around a noisy room where machines were constantly 

running?  

A.) Fiber B.) STP 

C.) Coax D.) UTP 

ANS: A.) Fiber 
 

 

 57. You've been told about radio frequency eavesdropping and want 

to protect your network from this threat. Which of the following 

media types would you choose in this situation?  

A.) UTP B.) STP 

C.) Coax D.) Fiber 

ANS: D.) Fiber 
 

 

 58. Which of the following statements in false?  

A.) Secondary storage is non-

volatile 
B.) Primary storage is volatile 

C.) When the computers is turned 

off, data and instructions stored in 

primary storage are erased 

D.) All of the above 



ANS: D.) All of the above 
 

 59. What does OCR stands for  

A.) Optical Character Reader B.) Operational Character Reader 

C.) Optical Character Recognition D.) Only Character Reader 

ANS: A.) Optical Character 

Reader  

 60. Dot Matrix is a type of  

A.) Tape B.) Disk 

C.) Printer D.) Bus 

ANS: C.) Printer 
 

 

 61. The  secondary storage devices can only store sata but they cannot 

perform  

A.) arithmetic operations B.) fetch operations 

C.) logic operations D.) Either of these 

ANS: D.) Either of these 
 

 

62. In computer science by information we mean  

A.) any output coming out from 

computer 

B.) processed data put in an 

intelligent form 

C.) a report printed by the 

computer 
D.) plural of data 

ANS: B.) processed data put in an 

intelligent form  



 

 63. Which keys can be pressed quit without saving in DOS?  

A.) Ctrl + A B.) Ctrl + B 

C.) Ctrl + C D.) Ctrl + D 

ANS: C.) Ctrl + C 
 

 

64. Which command is used to get the current date only?  

A.) Date B.) Time 

C.) Second D.) All of these 

ANS: A.) Date 
 

 

65. Generally, the DATE is entered in the form  

A.) DD-YY-MM B.) YY-DD-MM 

C.) MM-YY-DD D.) MM-DD-YY 

ANS: A.) DD-YY-MM 
 

 

 66. DEL Command is used to  

A.) delete files B.) delete directory 

C.) delete labels D.) delete contents of file 

ANS: A.) delete files 
 

 

67. Which command be used to ask you to confirm that you want to 

delete the directory?  



 

A.) Deltree B.) Deltree/f 

C.) Del*.*/p D.) Erase*.* 

ANS: C.) Del*.*/p 
 

 

68. The bar which shows your current status is the document is called  

A.) status B.) standard 

C.) format D.) title 

ANS: A.) status 
 

 

59. You can delete one character using this key  

A.) backspace B.) delete 

C.) edit D.) format 

ANS: A.) backspace 
 

 

70. You can use this alignment to centralize your text  

A.) right B.) centre 

C.) left D.) All of these 

ANS: B.) centre 
 

 

71. Spell check is under which menu  

A.) edit B.) view 

C.) tool D.) format 



ANS: C.) tool 
 

 72. Grammatical errors are shown in  

A.) red B.) green 

C.) blue D.) black 

ANS: B.) green 
 

 

 73. Which of the following is a correct definition of volatile memory?  

A.) It does its contents at high 

temperatures 

B.) It is to be kept in air-tight 

boxes 

C.) It loses its contents on failure 

of power supply 

D.) It does not lose its contents oon 

failure of power supply 

ANS: C.) It loses its contents on 

failure of power supply  

 74. One thousand bytes represent a  

A.) megabyte B.) gigabyte 

C.) kilobyte D.) All of these 

ANS: C.) kilobyte 
 

 75. Large amounts of cheques are processed by using  

A.) OCR B.) MICR 

C.) OMR D.) All of these 

ANS: B.) MICR 
 

 

 76. The concentric circles on the floppy disk are further divided into  



A.) tracks B.) sectors 

C.) cylinders D.) All of these 

ANS: B.) sectors 
 

 

 77. Which of the following storage devices can be used for storing 

large backup data?  

A.) Floppy disk B.) Hard disk 

C.) Magnetic tape D.) All of these 

ANS: C.) Magnetic tape 
 

 

 78. Which statement is correct?  

A.) Directories can be kept inside 

a file 

B.) Files can be kept inside a 

directory 

C.) 1 millisec = 10 ^ 3 sec D.) None of the above 

ANS: C.) 1 millisec = 10 ^ 3 sec 
 

 

 79. CHKDSK can be used to find  

A.) disk's bad portion B.) occupied space 

C.) free space D.) All of these 

ANS: D.) All of these 
 

 

 80. DIR command is used to  

A.) Display a list of files in a 

directory 

B.) display contents of files in 

directory 



C.) display type of files in a sub-

directory 
D.) All of these 

ANS: A.) Display a list of files in a 

directory  

 

 

 

 

 


